
Meet Emma…



Emma lives ‘the dream’ of many. 
She is paid to travel the world and 

share her story.



Emma lives this dream because she 
has an audience that like to see the 

world through her eyes. 



Emma’s favorite hotel. 



4 weeks later…



Then 2 weeks later this one…



Then this…



Then this…



And this…



And this…



So which one is her favorite?



DO ANY OF YOU 
BELIEVE EMMA?!



Why should her audience?



“Consumer trust in what 
influencers say sits at just 4%”

- UM 2019



35% 16% 





Trust is the biggest challenge in 
influencer marketing today. 



FAKE NEWS 16,567%+AUTHENTICITY 151%+ TRUTH 69%+LIES 120%+



Trust is the biggest challenge is
advertising today. 



We’ve hit an all time low.



“According to Edelman’s trust barometer, 
advertising is now in last place of all 

industries measured with a trust level of 
37% - behind banking, energy and 

telecoms”

- Edelman





Bankers are considered more 
trusted than the people in this 

room!



LET ME REPEAT THAT…



?



Influencer marketing is f**ked.







Despite this, you won’t find 
a bigger advocate of 

influencer marketing than 
me.



I’m here to share my 6 top tips to 
delivering great influencer 

marketing in a world where trust is 
at an all time low.   



WELCOME TO SOCIAL 
CHAIN

@OLIVERYONCHEV



“Social Media Illuminati”
- Huffington Post



“Blazingly hot social media 
phenomenon”

- VICE



“Taking over social media”
- Buzzfeed









1.4 BILLION
PEOPLE



Where did this 
influence come from?









LESSON ONE:   
Never fall into the dangerous trap of believing that anyone 

cares about you, as much as you care about you.



VS

START FROM A PLACE OF HONESTY



If people don’t care as much as 
you, what's the first step in 

making them care? 



ATTENTION 



ATTENTION 







“The definition of insanity is 
trying the same thing over and 
over and expecting a different 

result”
- Albert Einstein















“Dom drop out of University and 
make more Twitter pages for 

£200 a month”
- Steven Bartlett





Social Media 
Pages

4 Million 
Students

1 Million Monthly 
Visitors

Student Website



SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES BRANDSSTUDENT WEBSITE



SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES BRANDSMY WEBSITE



BRANDSSOCIAL MEDIA PAGES



THEY QUIT
WALLPARK 



ATTENTION 







FILM COMMUNITIES

LIFESTYLE COMMUNITIES

MUSIC COMMUNITIES

SPORT COMMUNITIES

COMEDY COMMUNITIES

FASHION COMMUNITIES

ENTERTAINMENT COMMUNITIES

FITNESS COMMUNITIES

MOTIVATIONAL COMMUNITIES

GAMING COMMUNITIES

FOOD & DRINK COMMUNITIES 



40+ Social Media Community Owners





LESSON TWO:
Speak your truth, be authentic.  



400+ Social Media Communities



STUDENTS



SPORTS



FASHION & LIFESTYLE



FOOD



GAMING



FITNESS



THE TRULY 
RIDICULOUS







ALL COMING TOGETHER TO MAKE US 
ONE OF THE WORLDS BIGGEST MEDIA 

PUBLISHERS





NETWORK KNOWLEDGE

Influence Building trust through authentic 
communication





“Social Chain is one of Britain’s 
most influential companies”

- The Times



WITHIN 4 YEARS…





A TEAM OF 

270+



2019

$40,000,000+







AVERAGE AGE AT SOCIAL CHAIN

23





Being honest and being authentic
is a foundation of success but the 

story doesn’t end there… 





How do you cut through the 
noise?



GO DEEPER!
Create stories with depth.



1. CULTURAL MOMENTS
2. EMOTIONAL SENTIMENT 
3. DISTRIBUTION
4. UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE

In the influencer world depth is 
created by understanding…



When a person’s own opinions and actions are influenced 
by the actions and opinions of the majority of a group. 

Asch Paradigm:

















2 minutes



10 minutes



15 minutes



20 minutes



33 minutes



35 minutes



42 minutes









120 MILLION IMPRESSIONS



GLOBAL IMPACT





Why was Rex so successful?



Story

Most expensive 16 year ever at the 

time.

No one had heard of the rising star.

He would have been Arsenal's 

most expensive player. 

Emotional 
ContextThe debate around transfer 

season was happening.

Arsenal are famous for not 

spending money on players.

Rex couldn’t score a goal to 

save his life.



LESSON THREE:
Everyone loves a great story, especially when 

it’s told to the right people, at the right time - but context is 
what makes good stories, great. 



Don’t just post pretty pictures
like Emma and expect anyone to 

care.







“Superdry don’t strike me as a 
brand that does whatever the f**k 

it wants…”
- Survey Respondent Aged 21



?



We let young people do whatever 
the f**k they wanted wearing 

Superdry. 





Did the same with 10 others…

26 MILLION IMPRESSIONS.
3 MILLION ENGAGEMENTS. 





For a brand that was known for 
not living its ‘irreverent’ values, I 

believe that progress. 



Influencers should be a cornerstone 
of every marketeers toolkit. 





How are leading brands working 
with influencers?





20%



80%



Like most brands they aren’t just 
in the business of telling people 

they exist, they are in the 
business of selling product. 



Yet the vast majority of their 
marketing efforts don’t tell anyone 

to buy anything.





"Nobody is going to go to a website 
and spend 45 minutes looking at 

video about a drink”
- Red Bull Marketing Director



They were one of the first 
modern brands to recognise the 

value of thinking like a publisher.



Publishing to keep peoples 
attention has been a tactic for 

generations. 





INFLUENCERS HAVE 
ATTENTION



Red Bull also knew that a good 
influencer strategy isn’t based on 

vanity.





Many conflate ‘influence’ with 
having a big follower number.



An influencer with 2.6m followers created a website and 
‘fashion line’ called ERA. 



After promoting to her followers she 
deleted the website, shut down the 
Instagram page and posted angrily 
that she couldn't sell the 36 units 

needed to produce more products. 



AN INFLUENCER WITH 2.6 
MILLION FOLLOWERS 

COULDN’T SELL JUST 30 
UNITS?!



This serves as important reminder 
that having a million followers, 

doesn't mean you have ‘influence’ 
and there are those with absolutely 

no followers, have the most 
‘influence’.



Red Bull look for ‘influence’ in those 
that share their values.





They support talented people to 
do exactly what their audience 

love. 





Most importantly they do this…



CONSISTENTLY  



LESSON FOUR:
The foundations of good influencer marketing is thinking like 

a publisher, looking beyond vanity metrics, working with 
people who represent your brands values and doing it 

consistently.



Well of course Red Bull can do this!











ROI FOCUSED MICRO INFLUENCER 
PROGRAM 250 x Influencers. 

Contracted to a minimum 4 posts per 

week for a month.

Grouped into the following category's 

and offered a bonus;

15-50K followers

51-75K followers 

76-100K+ followers 



INDIVIDUAL UTM TRACKING CODES



No correlation between audience 
size and ROI - but there was a 

correlation between high 
engagement and the revenue

generated. 



30x ROI for their investment.

They have a list of top performing 
ambassadors to focus their influencer 
programs on.

Lasting impact in community growth. 

Impact?



Guess how much revenue the top 
performing influencer with less than 

100,000 followers generated?



$76,330  



LESSON FIVE:
Share your success, if you want an influencer to ‘sell’ 

something incentivise them to do so. 



“COSTS” “TRUST”

Finally, what are the big questions 
been asked of the industry right 

now?



COSTS



Firstly, what are you buying?

1) Reach 
2) Follower Size
3) CPV – Cost Per View
4) CPE – Cost Per Engagement
5) CPA – Cost Per Acquisition 
6) CPC – Cost Per Click 



What you are actually buying…

1) Endorsement
2) Audience
3) Creative 



This is not the same as ‘buying 
media’ so it shouldn’t be treated 

that way. 





What you need to consider when 
you receive a cost?

1. Actual audience reach
2. True engagement rate 
3. Industry averages / supply and demand  
4. What you’re asking them to create





TRUST  





The industry is under pressure…



Brand safety is a concern in 
influencer marketing.





Remember working with influencers 
is no risker than working with a bad 

idea. 





Influencers actually allow brands to 
be braver with their communication. 



It’s not you talking about you, its 
influencers talking to their audience 

about you in their own way. 



Just remember to do all of this… 

LESSON FOUR:
The foundations of good influencer marketing is thinking like 

a publisher, looking beyond vanity metrics, working with 
people who represent your value and do all of this 

consistently.



Good influencer practices are 
one step in gaining trust.



People are rejecting the 
perfect picture.



We live in the age of authentic 
communication. Brands who don’t 

deliver an authentic influencer 
experience risk facing a backlash. 



Fuelling the fire are concerns around 
the legitimacy of the industry. 

“FAKE FOLLOWERS”

“ENGAGEMENT BAIT”

“ROI”

“COSTS”

“ETHICACY”

“SAFETY”

“ATTRIBUTION”





EVERYTHING IN THE SOCIAL WORLD CAN BE FAKED. 



SOCIAL CHAIN ARE 
DOING SOMETHING 

ABOUT THIS!



Influencer Marketing 
Influencer Fraud



INFLUENCER MARKETING 
Influencer Fraud

REAL FAKE

INFLUENCER A INFLUENCER B



Meet Emma…



INFLUENCER MARKETING 
Influencer Fraud



INFLUENCER MARKETING 
Influencer Fraud



Social Chain now monitor all the 
influencers we work with, and 

extend this ability to all our 
partners. 



LESSON SIX:
Be vigilant, develop thorough process, and invest in the right 

tools to protect yourself. 



THE RECAP
Ok so no one cares about you as much as you. Great 

influencers are authentic. Context is what makes good social 
stories great. When working with talent, you should think 
like a publisher, looking beyond vanity metrics, working 

with people who represent your brands values, most 
importantly doing this consistently - and it is possible to 

prove a clear ROI, despite industry scepticism. Most 
importantly don’t fall victim to influencer fraud. 

. 



BONUS LESSON:
Where are the social media opportunities right now?



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



WHERE THE REAL OPPORTUNITY IS FOR YOU:



Thank you!
Get in touch:

oliver@socialchain.com

@OliverYonchev

mailto:Oliver@SocialChain.Com

